We need to distinguish two phases of inflation: 1) initial one: all matter fields approximately massless;
Anomaly-Induced Effective Action (EA)
The EA is exact solution for FRW metric
where
Local covariant solution via auxiliary fields (A.Jacksenaev & I.Sh., Phys.Lett.B, 1994)
The most useful form of the vacuum EA for the conformal matter fields.
Cosmological Model based on the action
the Hubble parameter H =ȧ/a is
For 0 < Λ M 2 P there are two solutions:
Perturbations of the conformal factor:
The criterion for a stable inflation
in agreement with Starobinsky (1980) . (1980) is based on the unstable case and involves heavy fine-tunings.
Our purpose is to avoid fine-tunings at all.
Simple test of the model. Late Universe, k = Λ = 0. Only photon is active 
Expanding in H 0 /M P ≈ 10 −61 :
Λ > 0 protects our world from quantum corrections! Coming back to the Early Universe.
Stable inflation does not depend on initial data. Fine! But how does it end?
Suppose at UV (H M F ) there is SUSY, e.g. MSSM with a particle content
This provides stable inflation, because c > 0
Similar for any realistic supersymmetric model.
Already for MSM inflation is unstable c < 0.
Why inflation ends? Because all sparticles are heavy ⇒ decouple at low energies, when H becomes smaller than the mass of the quantum field.
Relevant Feynman diagrams include loops of matter field & external lines of σ.
Calculations for the linearized gravity
Corrections to the graviton propagator:
One of the results is the plot for c smoothly changing sign between UV and IR due to the s-particles decoupling in a models with broken SUSY. (Gorbar & Sh., 2003) . Is the semiclassical approximation reliable?
When inflation ends?
At H = M * ≥ M F , because for MSM N 1,1/2,0 = (12, 24, 4) =⇒ c < 0.
Temperature after the end of inflation Peccei, J.Solà, C.Wetterich, Ph.Lett. B 195(1987) 183 and on the "conformization" of GR S. Deser, Ann. Phys. 59 (1970) 248.
The idea is to construct the conformal formulation of the SM and use it to derive EA for massive fields.
